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Abstract— Fusing the raw data from different automotive
sensors for real-world environment perception is still challenging due to their different representations and data formats. In
this work, we propose a novel method termed High Dimensional
Frustum PointNet for 3D object detection in the context of
autonomous driving. Motivated by the goals data diversity and
lossless processing of the data, our deep learning approach
directly and jointly uses the raw data from the camera,
LiDAR, and radar. In more detail, given 2D region proposals
and classification from camera images, a high dimensional
convolution operator captures local features from a point cloud
enhanced with color and temporal information. Radars are
used as adaptive plug-in sensors to refine object detection
performance. As shown by an extensive evaluation on the
nuScenes 3D detection benchmark, our network outperforms
most of the previous methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past ten years, considerable attention has been paid
to environment perception for autonomous vehicles. In this
context, extensive progress has been made in deep learning
to segment, classify, and detect all road users. However,
since the real-world traffic environment is typically highly
complex, it remains an open problem which sensor feature
to capture and what deep learning architectures to use.
For autonomous vehicles, the most commonly used 3D
sensors are LiDAR sensors, which can localize objects
more accurately. Despite this considerable advantage, precise
object detection with LiDARs is still challenging due to the
characteristics of their output, which is unordered, discrete,
and sparse. After 2012, inspired by the rapid development
of 2D object detection with convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), many approaches have been proposed to transform 2D deep learning techniques into 3D space. They
can generally be subdivided into approaches that rely on
traditional 2D detection frameworks and convert a point
cloud into some ordered structure (e.g., BEV images, voxel)
[20][29][36][?][16][21][15][42] and those which learn features directly on raw point clouds [28][30][?][32][33][41][?].
Nonetheless, due to the high cost and relatively short range
of LiDARs, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have
a desire to develop algorithms based on radars (radio azimuth
direction and ranging). In comparison with LiDARs and
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Fig. 1. Left: representation of a car with ten sweeps of LiDAR points
colored using the RGB images of the cameras and with radar points shown
in green. Right: representation of a car with only one sweep of LiDAR
points, no camera or radar.

cameras, radars have several advantages. First, radars, especially automotive long-range radars, have a more extensive
detection range of 250m. Second, radars can measure object
velocity directly by evaluating the phase difference. Finally,
their robustness against adverse weather conditions and dirt
enables the autonomous vehicle to perceive the environment
all the time.
In order to exceed the limitations and to exploit complementary properties of different sensors, modern autonomous
vehicles have multiple sensors so that their outputs can
be fused by their engine control unit (ECU). Thus, opensource autonomous driving datasets provide both LiDAR
point clouds and RGB camera images, e.g., KITTI [9],
ApolloScape[13], and KAIST [25]. Naturally, several recent
works propose to fuse LiDAR and camera images to improve
detection performance [6][14][4][27][35][37]. However,there
is still no general and efficient method to detect objects from
all different types of sensors. The development of sensor
fusion is still facing many challenges and it is worthwhile
devoting more research effort to this.
In the following article, we present a new method for
early fusion directly on raw data from multi-modal sensors
based on an efficient bottom-up deep learning architecture.
On the one hand, similar to [27][35], our method assumes
the availability of 2D region proposals as well as a 2D object
classifier from camera images. On the other hand, while
PointNet and PointNet++ can only process LiDAR data [27],
our method instead maps RGB values into a sequence of
point clouds to aggregate 7D frustum (XY ZRGBT ) from
camera and LiDAR, where T represents different timestamp
to each point cloud. Further, to employ all sensors and
not lose any data, a radar feature map within the 2D ROI
is extracted and concatenated to the colored point cloud
features, see Fig. 1.
Contributions. In this work, we make the following main

Fig. 2. Illustration of our High Dimensional Frustum PointNet. The upper part of the figure provides an overview of LiDAR PointNet. The bottom part
of the figure indicates how radar data is processed in a plug-in framework. For details on 7D PointNet of LiDAR and 8D PointNet of Radar, see Fig. 5
and Fig. 8.

contributions. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first deep learning based approach for ”all-sensors” 3D
object detection within a real-world scene. From a theoretical point of view, we propose a novel method termed
High Dimensional Frustum PointNet for 3D object detection
from raw data of cameras, radars, and LiDARs. From a
practical perspective, we design a plug-in framework to extract features from radar point clouds efficiently Finally, we
perform extensive experiments and show that our approach
achieves competitive or better results than current stateof-the-art methods for object detection, classification, and
speed measurement on the multi-modal sensor benchmark
dataset [3].
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review recent existing work on
3D object detection for autonomous vehicles. We specifically
focus on deep learning methods and organize our review into
three categories, namely those based on LiDARs, radars, and
sensor fusion.
A. Object detection based on LiDAR
Since a LiDAR point cloud is an unordered set of vectors,
the aggregation steps cannot depend on the order of the input.
Several early works [1][20][2] learn 3D shape features from
traditional low-level handcrafted shape descriptors. To apply
2D convolutional networks, point clouds can be projected
onto a bird’s eye view (BEV) plane or the camera image
plane [20][16]. Similarly, inspired by other common 3D representations, point clouds can be organized in voxels, so that
3D convolutions can encode structured voxels into a feature
map to generate a pseudo-image [29][?][36]. After 2017, a
large body of papers proposed to implement convolutional
networks directly on point clouds without first converting
them to other formats. PointNet [28] was the first to use
shared multi-layer perceptions and max-pooling layers to

aggregate global information for the whole scene. Because
of the feature loss in the max-pooling layer, local structures
cannot be captured, so that its ability is limited to segment
and to detect objects in complex and multi-scale scenes e.g.,
autonomous driving in urban environments. To solve the
problem, PointNet++ [30] groups point clouds into several
clusters and condenses them into a new single point using
a multi-stage PointNet. As a result, PointNet++ improves
3D semantic segmentation performance significantly by exploiting the relationship between multi-scaled clusters and
features.
Based on PointNet and PointNet++, A-CNN [?], as well
as PointPillar [15], presents new convolution operators to
represent multi-scaled features. VoxelNet [42], Point-Voxel
CNN [21], and SECOND [38] define new convolutional computations on voxels based on a feature extractor similar to
PointNet. On the other hand, PointRCNN [32], RoarNet [33],
and FVNet [41] apply a PointNet-like 3D box regressor to
refine the detection proposals.
B. Object detection based on radar
Compared to LiDAR and camera, deep learning research
for automotive radar is still in its infancy, which can mainly
be attributed to the lack of open-source datasets. Note that
different from camera and LiDAR, radar has multiple levels
of output, e.g., a radar cube, range-doppler images, radar
grids, 2D/3D radar point cloud. Besides, radar output has
high dimensional information, e.g., coordinates, azimuth
angle, Doppler velocity, and the radar cross-section (RCS).
In general, the radar deep learning based methods can be
classified into three groups, namely object detection on the
level of range-doppler images, the level of grid maps, and
the level of radar point clouds.
Focused on range-doppler images, [26] propose an end-toend architecture with a CNN to segment and classify multiple
objects in real-world radar spectra. On the level of radar grid

Fig. 3. Two typical scenes with all-sensor-fusion in LiDAR coordinate system. Similar to figure 1, LiDAR points are colored using the cameras’ RGB
data, while radar points are represented in green. The figure at bottom right shows the object, which has both radar and LiDAR points. And the upper left
part provides an example, which has only LiDAR points. The sample tokens of dataset are shown at the bottom of each figure.

maps, [22] design a CNN network structure on the semantic
radar occupancy grids to classify whether a road user is a
vehicle or not, while [10] estimates the course of the ego lane
with the same structure. After 2017, on the level of point
clouds, concurrent with recent architectures for LiDARs,
researchers convert radar point clouds into regular data structures to leverage CNN convolution operations [17][8][19].
Moreover, PointNet++ is used to segment 4D radar point
cloud (2D spatial coordinates, doppler velocity, and RCS)
into six road user classes: car, truck, pedestrian, pedestrian
group, bike, and static objects [31].
C. Object detection based on sensor fusion
As KITTI [9] is the first widely used autonomous driving
data set, which includes RGB camera images as well as
LiDAR point clouds, most research focuses on sensor fusion
of LiDAR and camera.
Generally, there are three ways to fuse LiDAR and camera.
First, LiDAR point clouds can be projected into the BEV
or camera plane or a front-view depth image, so that the
LiDAR features can be directly fused with RGB camera
features through 2D convolutions [6][14][4][18]. Second, to
minimize search space, camera images can play the role of a
2D proposal detector, while features are subsequently learned
from the cropped point cloud [27][35][37]. In more detail,
PointFusion [37] combines image feature from ResNet and
3D feature from PointNet in the region of interest (ROI)
together to refine the 3D box of vehicles. IPOD [39] extracts
3D feature with PointNet++ on 2D semantic segmented
point cloud scene. F-PointNet [27] projects 2D object region
proposals on the point cloud, then uses PointNet to segment
foreground point cloud from the frustum point cloud, followed by training a second PointNet to regress the final 3D
box. In the same way, F-ConvNet [35] slides a sequence of
frustums in 2D region proposals to aggregate multiscaled 3D
point cloud features. Last but not least, in the third class of
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Sensor data used as input of network

approaches, the features are learned separately from LiDAR
and camera, then fused via a concatenation operation, as
in [4][37].
In 2019, inspired by KITTI, Astyx [23] and nuScenes [3]
become the first automotive data sets that provide all-sensors
data (radar, LiDAR, and camera). With such datasets available, researchers started to fuse radar signals with camera
images [5][24].
III. H IGH D IMENSIONAL F RUSTUM P OINT N ET
Given continuous RGB images and point clouds from
LiDAR and radar as input, the aim of our work is classification, localization, and speed measurement of objects.
In this section, we present our proposed High Dimensional
Frustum Pointnet framework, which can implement endto-end learning for 3D object detection on raw data from
LiDAR, rada,r and camera.
As shown in Fig. 2, our framework consists of three
modules: frustum proposal, 7D PointNet for LiDAR point
clouds, and 8D PointNet for radar point clouds. In the end, all
features and modules are combined and refined to estimate a
3D bounding box, which parameterized by its class, width,
length, height, center X, Y, Z, heading angle and velocity,
see Fig. 3. Notice that the predicted velocity only consists
of velocity in the direction of the x and y axis.

Fig. 5.

The whole framework of 7D PointNet

A. 2D frustum proposal
Based on an analysis of [27] and [35], we found that
the typical two-stage methods from F-PointNet are overall
accurate but estimate 3D bounding boxes without further
refinement. We need to pay attention to the fact that due
to the field of view of the camera, the detection performance
on occluded objects is severely restricted, which means
the advantages of 3D point clouds cannot be fully utilized
(in most cases, LiDARs are installed above the cameras,
thus have a larger field of view). Therefore, we propose to
generate 2D proposals from camera video (6Hz) instead of
a single image. On the one hand, due to restricting to 2D
ROIs, our network avoids having a large 3D search space,
while on the other hand, occluded objects can be detected
more effectively by basing detection on a sequence of camera
images and 3D point clouds. Fig. 4 shows the input sensor
data.
B. 7D PointNet for LiDAR point clouds
The overall architecture of our 7D PointNet is inspired
by [28] and [30], see Fig. 5. The classic PointNet and
PointNet++ take 3D points XY Z as input, apply T-Net
to transform input and features, and further aggregate geometric features using a max-pooling layer. Nevertheless,
color information and precise timing of the sequence is
lost. It seems evident that objects are much easier to detect
and locate if a series of point clouds XY ZRGBT with
additional color and temporal information is available. Here,
XY ZRGBT denotes a point data structure where XY Z
denotes Euclidean coordinates, RGB color information, and
T a timestamp. Furthermore, in several more concrete use
cases of autonomous driving, it is necessary to exploit time
sequence data to track objects in natural scenes or measure
the velocity of vehicles.
Unfortunately, high dimensional features introduce a significant challenge. In natural traffic scenes, ROIs are usually
at substantially different scales and composed of thousands
of points. High dimensional features are thus quite computationally expensive. As discussed in section II , although
PointNet++ is relatively resource-intensive, it is more efficient in multi-scale regions than PointNet, especially for
object segmentation. Considering these observations, we
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Fig. 6. Example conversion of UTC time to time difference ∆t in scene
0038 of nuScene.

combine the advantages of both previous methods and propose a hierarchical feature learning framework. As shown
in Fig. 5, we segment the instances in 4D point clouds
XY ZT instead of 3D point clouds XY Z with PointNet++,
and further estimate 3D bounding boxes in 7D point clouds
XY ZRGBT using PointNet. In more detail, to effectively
learn geometry as well as color features from segmented
point clouds, we separately apply Transformer PointNet (TNet) as a coordinate normalization to XY Z and color normalization to RGB . Particularly, we convert the Universal
Time Coordinated (UTC) timestamp T of LiDAR data into
local time then into a time difference ∆t, which ranges from
0s to 0.45s. See Fig. 6 for an illustration.
C. 8D PointNet for radar point clouds
Generally, a radar cluster is generated by combining
multiple radar peaks into one observation, which is able to
deliver target points with 2D coordinates, radar cross-section
(RCS) and radial Doppler velocity. In addition, an internal
constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector judges if targets
exceed an adaptive amplitude threshold, while in invalid state
detector returns the state of cluster validity, e.g., 0x01 means
that the cluster is invalid due to low RCS.
Similar to 7D LiDAR PointNet, we propose to design
an 8D PointNet for radar, which is able to learn features
from eight values. The radar which we use in our work is
Continental ARS40X, with the following technical features:
• Continental ARS40X 77 GHz, up to 250m distance,
velocity accuracy of ±0.1km/h.
• Each radar cluster point consists of X, Y , Vx , Vy , RCS
pdh0, dynP rop, and invalid state.
• invalid states means different cluster validity states e.g.,
0x04 means valid cluster with low RCS, (see Fig. 7).
• dynProp means dynamic property of cluster e.g., Value
0 denotes a moving cluster, while Value 7 is a stopped
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Network architecture for the 8D Radar PointNet.

cluster, (see Fig. 7).
• pdh0 indicates false alarm probability of cluster, e.g.,
Value 3 means false alarm is 75%,(see Fig. 7).
In order to obtain a unified data format, the input vector of
pdh0, dynP rop, and invalid state is converted into a onehot vector, (see Fig. 7).
Note that the radar points are much more sparse than
LiDAR - in our case, each frame provides only about 120
points. Thus, it is not actually guaranteed that each object
contains at least one valid radar point. For this reason, we
design a plug-in framework to import radar features, which
means the network only works with radar features when there
is at least one radar point in the 2D proposal.
D. Network architecture details
The backbone feature learning network is based on FPointNet [27]. Firstly, our 2D detector adopts a similar
architecture as Fast R-CNN [11] to predict 2D bounding
boxes as well as the individual classification from all six
cameras. However, in F-PointNet, no attempt was made
to improve the robustness against occluded 2D proposals.
Because in most of the experiments, evaluation is directly
performed on ground truth 2D ROI. In contrast, in our work,
in order to improve the 2D detection performance, we predict
2D proposals from all six sweeps in each camera, then merge
the adjacent proposals with the same class whose scores are
larger than 0.5.
Secondly, in the 4D instance segmentation network, all
point clouds are filtered by the following operation (x, y) ⊆
p
x2 + y 2 ≤ 50, so that only the objects in the range of 50
meters are detected. Then, similar as in [30], the network
is followed by four sets of abstraction (SA) layers and
four feature propagation layers, where the SA layers have a
receptive radius of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 meters, and feature maps
are correspondingly sampled into 2048, 1024, 512 and 256
bins, respectively.
Thirdly, for colored LiDAR point clouds, our 7D PointNet
takes T-Net and color normalization as a prepossessing
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Definition of the different terms of the loss function.

function, then as F-PointNet, followed by four multi-layer
perceptrons (MLPs) whose feature channels are 64, 128, 256
and 512, a max-pooling layer and 3 fully connected layers
(FC). We leverage the hybrid of classification and regression
formulations from F-PointNet. Thus the 7D PointNet calculates both classify and residual scores for each pre-defined
categories and finally outputs box parameters with the size
of 3 + N S + 3 × N S + N H + N H. The first three values are
the predicted center coordinates (x, y, z), while N S means
scores for each pre-defined size class, 3×N H means residual
scores for height, width, and length. In a similar way, the first
N H represents scores for each heading class, as the second
N H is residual scores for heading.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 8, 8D radar PointNet takes a
maximum of 36 radar points as input. X, Y , Vx , Vy and RCS
are converted into specific feature maps by four MLPs (size
128, 128, 256, 512), max pooled into one dimensional feature
map then combined with 3 transformed one-hot vectors.
After passing through three FC layers, the network calculates
four box parameters (X, Y, Vx and Vy ) as a result.
E. Loss
The loss functions in our network consist of segmentation,
bounding box estimation, speed measurement, and classification losses. Just like F-PointNet, we optimize all the networks
in our framework with a multi-task loss, see Fig. 9 and
equation 1.
Lmulti−task =Lc1−reg + Lc2−reg + Lc3−radar +
Lh−cls + Lh−reg + Ls−cls + Ls−reg + (1)
Lseg + Lspeed−radar
In particular, we also calculate center loss and speed
loss from the radar point cloud. Note that loss for speed
Lspeed−radar and loss from the center of radar detection Lc3−radar are only to be calculated when the 2D proposal has at least one radar point available. Thus we call the
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8D radar PointNet as a plug-in refinement operator. Finally,
all the losses are optimized in an end-to-end structure.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
We start this section with the introduction of the nuScenes
dataset used in our work and details about the training
process. Next, we compare our results with several previous state-of-the-art methods for 3D object detection on
the nuScenes test set. Finally, we compare our framework
with different settings on nuScenes evaluation set and further
analyze the design choices as well as the limitations of our
framework.
A. Dataset and training details
To our knowledge, only one public dataset contains LiDAR, radar, and cameras as available sensor devices. Thus
we only evaluate our method on the nuScenes benchmark [3]
for 3D object detection, which has recordings for more
than 1000 scenes of 20s duration each. It consists of approximately 400k RGB-D training images annotated with
oriented 3D bounding boxes for 23 object categories in every
keyframe. For the 2019 CVPR WAD 3D object detection
challenge [3], detection performance is evaluated on ten
object classes that have at least one LiDAR or radar point.
nuScenes uses the nuScenes detection score (NDS) as an

evaluation metric,
"
N DS = 0.1 5 mAP +

#
X

(1 − min(1, mT P )) .

mT P ∈TP

(2)
For more details about NDS, please refer to [3].
Due to the unavailability of ground truth in the test set, we
divide the training samples into a train and evaluation data
set with an 80/20 split. For all experiments, our networks are
trained on the images, radar, and LiDAR point clouds in the
nuScenes train set, which consists of about 680 scenes, 0.9M
camera images, 260k LiDAR sweeps, 0.9M radar sweeps and
0.9M object bounding boxes in 27k keyframes.
Our method is implemented in Tensorflow 1.15 and Python
2.7. All experiments are run on two NVIDIA 1080Ti with
synchronized batch normalization. Due to the limitation of
GPU memory and run-time, the maximum number of batch
size is 24 and the maximum epoch is 200. The initial learning
rate is set to 0.001 and reduced with stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) by a factor of 2 at epoch 50 and 100. It is
worth mentioning that both image and point cloud networks
are trained separately because they have no common feature
map. In the training process, both LiDAR and radar points
of multi sweeps are combined directly without ego-motion
compensation.
B. Comparison between different methods
In this subsection, we compare our results to several stateof-the-art approaches and also study different versions and
variants of our proposed pipeline.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the performance of our framework
on the nuScenes benchmark test set. Our network surpasses
official baseline by 20.0% in mean average precision (mAP)
and outperforms most of the published state-of-the-art methods with respect to mAP and NDS. Note that the official
implementations of [15], [43] and [40] have benefited from
pretraining on either ImageNet [7] or KITTI [9], while our

Fig. 13. Several example results on the nuScenes benchmark. Green boxes are ground truth annotations, while blue ones show our detection results. The
sample tokens of dataset are shown at the top of each figure.

network uses no pretraining since no other dataset has both
LiDAR and radar annotations in similar form.
In comparison with [40] [12][27], our approach achieves
better performance on most of the categories, which proves
the importance and improvement of high dimensional feature
learning for 3D object detection. While [43] expands the
original dataset by 4.5 times (from 28130 to 128100 samples); training with augmented data takes almost five times
longer than in our framework. Thus, our method achieves
a better balance with regard to training time and accuracy.
Despite this, the performance of our network on unbalanced
classes e.g. bicycle and construction vehicle significantly
exceeds in mAP as compared to the other methods. We
visualize several examples of results in Fig. 13.
As the nuScenes server limits the user to three evaluations
per submission on the test set, in further comparison, we
evaluate our performance on the evaluation set instead. To
reduce the influence of wrong 2D proposals, we directly
use available ground truth 2D boxes. The performance of
our network with 2D ground truth is clearly superior, (see
Fig. 11). Moreover, Fig. 12 shows how each level of sensor
fusion function helps to achieve the end result. Note that
all methods trained segmentation network with PointNet++
then 3D box estimation network with PointNet and adopt the
same parameters as our framework.

We can conclude that mAP and NDS are obviously
improved by using the full XY ZRGBT information. By
taking multiple temporal LiDAR sweeps as input, point
clouds become richer and are implicitly enhanced with directional information. Furthermore, when color information
is available, the predictions for occluded objects are more
accurate. For example, without color information, similar
classes (pedestrians and cyclists, trailers and trucks) are
commonly misclassified as each other.
The results also show that both mAP and NDS achieve
better performance to a certain extent with radar data. The
reason for the relatively limited benefit from the radar is
that only a small proportion of the objects in nuScenes
have at least one valid radar point. Through statistics and
analysis, we found that, there are only 18% of pedestrians,
11% bicycles and 43% of cars in our val set have valid
radar points. From the radar specifications, we know that
Continental ARS40X is mainly designed for industrial use
cases instead of traffic scenery. In the future, it is worthwhile
to research how to generate more effective features with a
high-accuracy radar.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a powerful 3D object detection
model inspired by F-PointNet, which detects 3D objects

directly from LiDAR, radar, and camera raw data. For future
research, we intend to resample both LiDAR and radar
point clouds into voxels, which might further improve the
detection performance as well as run-time of our network.
Additionally, we intend to explore how to create high-quality
feature maps from automotive radar instead of industrial
radar.
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